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the trouble with Koch's researches, though, is in-

telligible. He looked in the wrong place for effects,

lie fed tuberculous human sputum to healthy calves,

and after killing them, a few months later, examined

the intestinal canals. He could detect no signs of

trouble there, and inferred that none had boon ex-

perienced. Dr. Sidney Martin, for the British royal

commission, repeated these very tests, but sought in
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consumption are observed. Dr. Martin's experiments,

by showing that the effect of contaminated food may
be felt in another part of an animal's body, are
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strongly suggestive of the danger to which children
are exposed, and have fully as great force as Koch's
guess. Furthermore, a number of physicians have
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sure that the milk publicly sold contains no tuber-
culous bacilli at all. In large cities protection is
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in the right direction. But no matter what aid may
be given by the parents, heavy responsibilities still
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about it. The more you study the subject the clearer
will this become. Having studied the subject prop

About a year ago we moved here from
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rolled by It kept getting worse Instead

But just because many of them are forced through
of better. It finally grew so bad that
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by officials designated by boards of health. There after stooping. When I did any work

circumstances to remain here and accept what is

offered them, is no reason why a rich municipality
like Portland should take advantage of them. The

eity should be ready and willing to pay for whatever
requiring bending I could hardly get
up, and I had headaches, dizzy spells
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ply by purchasing through agencies that are them-
selves a guarantee of purity, or he can learn to
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store, on Commercial street. They
went right to the root of the diseasecovery of the bacillus of tuberculosis, it is steadily

coming to realize that he is not an infallible an and helped me from the start, and be-

fore I had finished the box I was cured.dent of the United States, $130.
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thority concerning that disease. Prior to 1901 the

medical profession was in general, though not abso-

lute, accord about the practical identity of the hu
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man and bovine forms of the malady. In an inter
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spit on sidewalks to take out their handkerchiefs and
mop up the places they have befouled. If this prac-
tice is continued St. Paul ought speedily to become

national congress in London that year Koch uttered
the opinion that they were essentially different, and

that the two varieties were not intercommunicable.

The declaration proved a profound sensation, but
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adverse to Koch, as have been nearly all the import-

ant utterances of the last three years upon the sub-

ject-.. Today, therefore, the eminent German is al-

most alone in believing that tuberculosis cannot be

conveyed to man from cattle and to cattle from man.

: Upn a question of this sort, obviously, negative

testimony may be less valuable than positive testi-

mony. If equally competent experts make tests and

secure different results, it may be hard to say why
one set of experiments failed and why another suc-

ceeded. Still, if disease is transmitted by feeding
or inoculation in only a limited number of cases, that
fact demonstrates an alarming possibility. Part of

Placed side by side they would reach 23,000 miles or
nearly around the earth.
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